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The Waterview Connection Project

The Alliance Participants including Sub-Alliances
Well-Connected Alliance:
• NZ Transport Agency - Client
• Fletcher Construction - Construction
• McConnell Dowell - Construction
• WSP - Design
• Beca - Design
• Tonkin + Taylor - Design
• Obayashi Corporation – Engineering and
Construction
Sub-Alliance partners:
• SICE – Design and construction supervision,
Mechanical and electrical design, Operations and
maintenance, Tunnel operation
• Wilson Tunnelling – Precast concrete, Tunnel
segments and Bridge beams

What role did BRS play?
People & Communications Director – Pip Hair
• Alliance culture initiative development
• Member of the Leadership team
• Lead Communications & Stakeholder team
• Lead Human Resources and Administration team
• Facilitation of workshops and 1:1 coaching
High Performance Coach – Kym Williams
• Specialist inputs and advice to assist the team to
develop a high performance culture
• Focus on development of leadership and one team
approach
• High performance planning and challenge
• Facilitation of workshops and 1:1 coaching

Why did the project exist? – Driving Change

What were we trying to achieve?

The challenge?
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Unite multiple organisations to form ‘one team’ to deliver a winning bid in a
short timeframe and then deliver on what we promised
Bring together a wide range of diversity in skill sets, backgrounds,
organisational cultures and nationalities
Competitive environment where traditional competitors needed to work
together
Balancing a high performance leadership programme with delivery
challenges and constraints
Building a relationship with the wider community
Getting the right people in the right roles
Steep ‘ramp-up’ of people joining the team – ‘onboarding’ and ‘offboarding’
at the same time
Aligning on key messages early through internal communications
Building of capability and capacity within New Zealand

Our early project learnings in building momentum
•

Mobilisation – transition from winning the bid to project stage could have been better managed
with better execution of early mobilisation and robust implementation of systems, processes
and procedures

•

Systems, Policies & Procedures – challenges with implementation of systems caused a lack of

engagement and acceptance of systems
•

Leadership – did not align the Project Alliance Board and Alliance Management Team as quickly
as we should have

•

Internal communications – absolutely critical to ensuring people on the same page about what’s
important

•

Planning – a 90 day planning framework to provide focus for AMT leadership activities should
have been implemented sooner as it drives better communication and improved performance at

all levels
•

Role clarity – The right people need to be in the right roles to take a ‘best for project approach’

•

One size doesn’t fit all – Requires constant changing and trialling of new initiatives

Our early project learnings in building momentum
•

Project Vision, Key Result Areas, Milestones and Programme – development of vision, key
result areas and critical big picture information and provided to all team members and
stakeholders earlier would have provided better engagement and understanding

•

Knowledge – international expertise and experience within team could have been utilised
and leveraged more effectively

•

Performance Criteria – Documented performance criteria for the Alliance Project Director
and other key personnel should have been put in place earlier to address aligned and united
expectations between the board, the project director and the management team.

•

Design management – always a challenge on every project – design constructability is a
significant challenge in ensuring it is on time, fit for purpose and aligned to constructability

So, What are
the lessons?

Align people to the Vision early

Get the right people into leadership roles
•

Leader’s behaviour represents the Alliance’s conscious mind

•

Around 80% of a project’s culture including its commitment to safety is
determined through leaderships shadow (behaviour)

•

If we didn’t’ have excellent leaders who were committed to doing what was
right, then we couldn’t expect the team to commit

•

Important to develop leaders and their leadership effectiveness through 1:1
coaching, psychometric testing

•

A strong focus on building trust and relationships

•

Trust = Speed

•

Accountability

Embed a One Team approach
One Team Practices

United Leadership Practice

Share the Big Picture

Create a sense of purpose and direction and align all your
messaging around that

Share the Reality

Create an open feedback culture
Hold people to account for their roles

Share the Air

Give people opportunities to have their say in and open
environment

Share the Load

Bring people together to collaborate and support each
other while playing your individual part

Share the Wins and Losses

Seek success and celebrate together
Learn lessons and look to improve

Drive through United Leadership at
PAB and AMT Level
 We lead by an agreed set of
values

 We work to a clear and
agreed purpose as a team
 We tackle the key issues as a
united team
 We actively promote a
credible, commercial and
emotionally compelling big
picture that engages staff

Share the
Big Picture
Pursue other
Agendas

 We give only the small
picture
 We set the example of
working in silos
 We fail to engage our people
in a bigger picture
 We let friction points and
vacuums prevail across the
business

 We are committed to
making united leadership
our trademark
 We skilfully tackle the
tough conversations
 We give clear, powerful
feedback to each other
 We ask reality check
questions
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 We act in ways that build
trust

 We plan and prioritise
together

 We share the wins and
losses

 We respect our different
styles and preferences

 We collaborate on
problems and opportunities

 Our lines of
communication are open

 Our meeting agendas are
focused at the right level

 We accept ‘one person
accountable – multiple
people responsible’

 We follow a team code
of behaviour

 We coach a one team /
partnering ethos
throughout the business

 We pay close attention to
whole-of-business results
 We make ‘debrief – learn –
adapt’ a ritual

Share the
Reality

Share the Air

Share the Load

Share the
Wins and Losses

Avoid and Deny

Stifle
Communication

Look after your
own Turf

Play I Win, you Lose

 We put a ‘spin’ on
everything

 We speak over the top
of others

 We plan and prioritise in
isolation

 We avoid direct, honest
feedback conversations

 We each hoard / keep
information

 We treat others as
suppliers – not partners

 We avoid the vigorous
debate, or we play the
person not the issue

 We quickly dismiss
alternative views

 We deny the need for help

 We cover our backsides –
don’t take accountability

 We each use our status
or position to achieve or
to block things

 We keep problems
insulated from the Team

 We avoid open debriefing /
learning with partners &
teams
 We share the losses not the
wins
 We never celebrate
 We make process more
important than outcomes

Support with Psychometric Tools

Get clear on role clarity – individuals and teams
• Role clarity
encourages
ownership and
accountability
over individual
roles
• Minimises
inefficiencies
• Important to
develop role
clarity matrices
during the initial
mobilisation of
project

Drive accountability and behaviours through
KRAs

The Key Result Areas

Take a top-down and bottom-up approach to
Project Governance
Top Down

Role Clarity

Client Objectives

Project Charter – why, how & what
Alignment/Foundation Workshops
Project Team Values
Project Reporting linked to KRA’s

Project Objectives

High
Performance
Culture
Safety
%

Project Governance Plan
KRA Plan / Framework
High Performance Plan
Project Contract

Key Result Areas
linked to KPI’s

Cost
%

Quality and
Efficiency

Collaboration

%

%

Governance Group/Advisory Board

Management Team

Bottom Up

Project Team

Social and
Environment
%

People
%

Expectations
Direction
Alignment
Management Plans
Project Management Plans
Project Risk Reporting
Technical Requirements
Programme/Schedule
Budget
Deliverables/Milestones

Governance Plan
• Helps develop a shared understanding of why,
how and who is responsible for the effective
governance of the project
• Outlines the overarching framework of rules,
relationships, systems and processes to be
applied on the project, and mechanisms for
control and accountability
• Outlines how objectives will be set and achieved,
and how risk will be monitored and assessed
• Outlines how the project will be structured, how
decisions will be made and the project’s
communication processes to enhance the
ownership and operation of the project

High Performance Plan
• Details the objectives, background
information, action and initiatives
required over a rolling 12 month
period to continue to develop a high
performing project and culture that
focuses on leadership and improved
teamwork
• Updated every year to include
reflection lessons learnt and
achievements
• Presented to the Board for signoff
• High performance must be
measured for it to be managed

Measure successes, manage and improve
Using Diagnostics – PAB, AMT and
project team
• Identify silo behaviours in an
evidence-based manner and
address these
• Focus on team behaviours and how
you continue to leverage these
across the project
• Receive timely feedback at all levels
of the project
• Evidenced-based approach to a
critical key measure on a project
• Allow for resources to be targeted
where they are needed most

Summarising the Lessons
1. Align people to the Vision early
2. Get the right people into leadership roles
3. Embed a One Team Approach
i.
ii.

Drive through United Leadership
Support with Psychometric tools

4. Get clear on roles
5. Drive accountability Take a top-down and bottom-up
approach to Project Governance
6. Measure successes and improve

Q&A
Discussion

Expanding on todays learnings
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